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Let us consider the property that, given a prime ideal, all of its powers are 
primary. What about the transitivity of this property when p _C ‘$3 are prime 
ideals such that p/p is generated by a regular sequence ? According to [7], 
if I is a prime ideal of a ring R, I” is primary for every 7t iff G(I) = @ P/P+l 
is a torsion-free R/I-module and therefore what we want to study is a sort of 
transitivity of normal torsion-freeness. This is strictly related to the transitivity 
of normal flatness and on this matter Hironaka (see [3, Theorem 31) proved an 
important theorem, which afterwards was improved by Grothendieck 
(see [l, IV, , 19.7.11). More recently Herrmann and Schmidt notably weakened 
the hypotheses but in their proof some rings still needed to be Cohen- 
Macaulay (see [2]). 
In the first section of this work we achieve two results: first we prove the 
theorem of transitivity of normal flatness in its widest generality (Theorem 1.5) 
and then an analogous theorem of transitivity of normal torsion-freeness 
(Theorem 1.6); although the analogy is not complete, suitable examples show 
that it cannot be strengthened. 
In the second section we deduce some consequences of more geometrical 
nature. The first one is an application to schemes of the theorem of transitivity 
of normal flatness; the second one is an answer to the problem we started from 
and allows us to get an interesting corollary in the case of projective schemes 
(Corollary 2.4). 
Finally, using this result, we can exhibit examples of projective curves 
such that the square of the corresponding prime ideals are not primary even 
if the curves are smooth and projectively Gorenstein. This gives an answer to 
a question raised by Hochster in [4]. 
In this paper all rings are supposed to be commutative, Noetherian and with 
identity. 
* This work was supported by C.N.R. (Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche). 
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1 
We start with some preparatory results. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let r be a positive integer and a, b, c ideals of a local ring, such 
that b = a + c; if c is generated by elements c1 ,..., ct which constitute a regular 
sequence module aT then 
(i) or I7 cS = arca for every positive integer s; 
(ii) a’ n bs = arbs-rfor s > r. 
Proof. (i) Let F be a form of degree s in cr ,..., ct such that FE ar. 
Reducing modulo a?, all the coefficients are in C, hence all the coefficients ofF 
are in ar + c. We get ar n cs C cs+l + arcs, hence ar n cs = (ar n I?) n 
(c s+l + arcs) = arca + a’ n csfl. Therefore 
ar n cs C n (arcs + cS+~) = arc”. 
k>O 
(ii) ar n bs = a’ n (as ,..., arcs-r, aT-lcs-T’-l ,..., c”) = (as ,..., arcs-r) +
a” n (a’-lcs-‘+l,..., p) C arbs-r + ar n cs-~+l =(l) a?$.?-r + arcs-~+1 = a%s-r 
where (1) follows by (i). 
LEMMA 1.2. With the same notations of Lemma 1. l., assume that c is 
generated b-y elements c1 ,..., ct which constitute a regular sequence module ar 
and module ar-r if r > 1; then 
(i) The following sequences of R/b-modules 
(olFp,$) 0 -+ arbs-l/arbs L ar-lbs/ar-lbs+l ---f a+lcs/ar-lbcs ---f 0
are exact for every positive integer s. 
(ii) There exists an isomorphism of R/b-modules between [ar-l/ar-rblN and 
ar-lcs/ar-lbcs for eoery s, where N = (“‘i-l) and [ar-l/ar-lblN denotes the 
direct sun1 of *li copies of a’-l/a’-lb. 
Proof. (i) Since a%-l = a’-‘ab”-l C ar-lbs, for defining h and proving 
that h is injective, we have to show that a%-l n a*-lbs+l = arbS. Now, 
applying Lemma 1.1, we get arbs-l n a7-lbs+l = arbs-l n ar-l n br+s = 
aTbS-1 n br+s C at” n br+s = aTb”, 
It remains to prove that coker X 5 ar-V/ar-lbcs. We have 
coker X ‘v ar-lb8/[arbs-l + ar-rbs+l] 
= (ar+s-l,..., arcs-l, ar-lcs)/(ar+s-l ,..., arcs-l, ar+s ,..., arcs, ar-lcs+l) 
‘v a~-lcs~[aT-lcs+l + ar-lcs n (ar++l,..., arcs-l)]. 
But arcs _C a++ n (a’+-l,..., arcs-l) C ar n c” = arcs. Hence coker h N 
ar-lC~/(Q’-lC”~~l + aq N ar-lcs/a’-lbcs. 
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(ii) Let us denote by yi ,..., yN the monomials in c, ,..., ct of degree s 
and let v: [ar-l/ar-lb]N ---f ar-lcs/a~-lbcs be the homomorphism of R/b- 
modules defined by 
Clearly 9 is surjective. Suppose that ~(3~ ,..., sN) = 0, then C aiyi E ar-lbcs, 
hence we can write C cyiyi = C /Iiyi where /Ii E a+-lb. Since ci ,..., ct is a 
regular R/aT-sequence, from 2 (ai - /$) yi = 0 we get (Y~ - ,& E (ar, c), 
hence 01~ E (a’-lb, ar, c) n ar-l = (ar-lb, c) n ar-l = ar-lb + ar-l n c = 
a’-lb + a’-lc = or-lb. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let n be a positive integer, a an ideal of a local ring R and 
Cl ,..., ct elements of R which constitute a regular sequence mod&o a; assume that 
a”/al’T1 is a free R/a-module for p = 0 ,..., n - 1. Then c, ,..., ct is a regular 
sequence modulo a7 for r = I,..., n. 
Proof. We may assume that ci ,..., ct is a regular sequence modulo ar-l 
where 1 < Y < n. Using the following exact sequences of R-modules 
and the homology of the Koszul complex, we get H,(c, ,..., c,; R/a’) = 0. 
This achieves the proof. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let I be an ideal of a local ring R and T _C Mjnitely generated 
R-modules. Assume that 
(a) T,, = 0 for every p E Ass(R/I) 
(b) MjIM is a torsion-free R/I-module. 
Then T C IM. Moreover, if I can be generated by elements c1 ,. . , ct which 
constitute a regular M+,-sequence for every p E Ass(R/I), then T = 0. 
Proof. The first part is clear, hence if m E T, we can write m = C cimi . 
Then, by (a), there exists an element x, which is a nonzero divisor modulo I, 
such that C cixmi = 0. Since c, ,..., ct is a regular MP-sequence for every 
p E Ass(R/I), it follows that xmi E IM, for every p E Ass(R/I) and so there 
exists an element JJ which is a nonzero divisor modulo I, such that ymi E IM. 
By (b), mi E IM, hence m E I”M. By repeating this argument we get T C 
nT,o PM = 0. 
If A is a ring and I an ideal of A, we denote by G,(I) the graded A/I- 
algebra @:=a P/P”. 
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DEFINITION 1. Let S be a locally Noetherian scheme, D a closed sub- 
scheme which is defined in X by a sheaf of ideals 9. We say that X is normally 
flat along D at the point x E D, if Gcx .(9=) is a free O,,,/Yz-module; we say 
that X is normally flat along D if it is so at every point of D (see [3]). 
DEFINITION 2. With the same notations as above, we say that S is 
normally torsion-free along D at the point x E D if Gox .(&) is a torsion-free 
Cjx,,/&-module. 
Now we can prove two strictly related theorems asserting certain properties 
of transitivity of the normal flatness and the normal torsion-freeness. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let A be a local ring, a _C b ideals of A such that b = (a, 
fi , . . . , ft) where fi , . . , ft is a regular Ala-sequence. Then the following conditions 
are equizralent: 
(i) G,(b) is a free A/b-module and GAy(aA,) is a free A,/aA,-module 
for every p E Ass(A/b) 
(ii) G,,(a) is a free Ala-module. 
Proof. (i) * (ii). We have to show that a”/a”+l is a free A/a-module for 
every nonnegative integer n. This is true for n = 0, hence we may assume that 
aP,laP+r is a free A/a-module for p = O,..., n - 1 (n a positive integer). By 
Lemma 1.3, fi ,..., ft is a regular Alar-sequence for r = l,..., n; therefore we 
can use Lemma 1.2. The right terms of the sequences (cK~,~) (r = l,..., n; 
Y + s = n) are free A/b-modules by Lemma 1.2(ii), and the inductive 
assumption. Using (~ii,J be get that abn-l/abn is a free A/b-module, hence 
using (01a,~-~) we get that a2bnpz/a2bnp1 is a free A/b-module, and so on. 
Finally, using ((~~,i) we get that an/anb is a free A/b-module of finite rank, 
say p. Let Q; ,..., gP be a free basis of an/anb; by Nakayama an = (a, ,..., a,,). 
The following sequence of A/a-modules is exact: 
0 ---f T -+ (Aa) 5 a”/an+r + 0, 
where rr is defined in the obvious way and T is the kernel of n. Denote by - 
the reduction modulo a and by M the free A-module Ap. Since, by hypothesis, 
(a”/a”fl)f, is a free Ag-module (clearly of rank p) for every p E Ass(.@), 
Tp = 0 for every p E Ass(A/b); furtherly M/b&’ is a free, hence torsion-free, 
A/b-module, and & is generated byfr ,...,ft which is a regular A-sequence, 
hence a regular MP-sequence for every j?! E Ass(A/ii), since MP is a free A@- 
module. 
In conclusion T = 0, and so alz/alz-.l is free, by Lemma 1.4. 
(ii) 2 (i) We have only to show that bn/b”+l is a free A/b-module for 
every nonnegative integer n. By Lemma I .3 fi ,... , ft is a regular Alar-sequence 
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for every r; therefore we can use Lemma 1.2. The right terms of the sequences 
(oI~,~) are free A/b-modules by Lemma 1.2 (ii). 
Using (a,& we get that an-1b/an-1b2 is a free A/b-module, hence using 
((~,-i,~), we get that a+2b2/a”-2b3 is a free A/b-module, and so on. 
Finally, using (o~~,J we get the goal. 
THEOREM 1.6. Let A be a local ring, a C b ideals of A such that b = 
(a, fi ,..., fJ where fl ,,.., ft is a regular Ala-sequence. Moreover assume that 
G,,(b) is a torsion-free A/b-module and GAp(aAP) is a free A,/aA,-module for 
every p E Ass(A/b). Then 
(a) G,(a) is a torsion-free Ala-module; 
(b) fi ,..., ft is a regular Al&sequence for every n. 
If t = 1 the condition “GAp(aAP) is a free A,laA,-module” can be replaced 
by “GAp(aAP) is a torsion-free AplaAp-module”. 
Proof. (a) We prove the result by induction on t. Assume t = 1, 
b = (a, f) and prove that a”/an+l is a torsion-free A/a-module by induction 
on n. Since the result is obviously true for n = 0, we may assume that 
ap/ap+l is torsion-free for p = O,..., n - 1, hence that f is aP/a”+l-regular for 
p = o,..., n - 1. Using the following exact sequences of A-modules 
0 + ap/ap+l-+ A/a”+l + Ajar’ + 0 
we get that f is Alar-regular for r = I,..., n; therefore an n (f) = an(f) and 
an n b”+l = a”b by Lemma 1.1. 
Denote by - the reduction modulo a, by M the A-modulo an/an+r and 
by T the torsion submodule of M. By hypothesis &Iii is free hence Ti, = 0 for 
every jj E Ass(A/b) and 6 is generated by f which is A-regular, hence IMP- 
regular for every p E Ass(A/b). F ur th ermore the following sequence of 
A/b-modules 
0 -+ an/anb + b*/b”+l 
is exact, hence M/GM is a torsion-free A/b-module. 
In conclusion, T = 0 by Lemma 1.4. 
Assume now that t > 1 and denote by a’ the ideal (a, fi ,..., ftJ; using 
Theorem 1.5 applied to the pair (aP , ap’), we deduce that (a’n/a’n+l)p is free 
for every p E Ass(A/b). By the first step of the induction applied to the pair 
(a’, b), a’n/a’n+l is a torsion-free A/a’-module. Since b/a’ is generated by an 
A/a’-regular element, every p E Ass(Ala’) is contained in at least a prime 
p E Ass(A/b), hence GAp,(aAp,) f is ree f or every p’ E Ass(A/a’). By induction 
we are through. 
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(b) Since a”/an+l is torsion-free for every n, using the following exact 
sequences of A-modules 
we get that fi is A/@-regular for every n. Therefore, it suffices to prove that 
if fi ,..., fspl is a regular A/an-sequence for every n, fS is a nonzero divisor 
modulo (a”,fr ,...,f&; we shall prove it by induction on n, the case n = 1 
being true by hypothesis. Assume that fs is a nonzero divisor modulo 
(a+r, fi ,..., fsel); since the following sequence of A-modules 
0 -+ (an-l,fi ,...,fs-d(an,h ,...,fs-d  4(anjfi ,...,fs-d 
- 4(an-1,fi ,-..,fs-l)  0 
is exact, it suffices to prove that f, is (an--l, fi ,..., fsel)/(an, fi,..., fs-J- 
regular. But (an-l, fi ,..., JT-r)/(aVL, fi ,..., fs-l) N an-l/[a” + an--l n (fi ,..., 
fs-l)](l) N a”-l/[a’” + arL-l(fi ,..., fsel)] N a”-l/[an-l(a, fi ,..., fs&] where (I) 
follows from Lemma 1.1(i). 
If we denote by a, the ideal (a,fi ,..., fS& the following sequence of 
A/a,-modules 
0 4 anpl/anmelas 4 a:-~l/a, 
is exact by Lemma l.l(ii). Now (a,“-l/a,n), is free for every n and for every 
p E Ass(A/b) by Theorem 1.5 applied to the pair (aP , (a&,); therefore by a) 
an-l 
lasn is a torsion-free A/a,-module and so is an-l/an-las. This achieves 
tie proof, since fs is A/as-regular. 
As to the case t = 1 what we need (see the proof of (a)) is that f is MP- 
regular; for, it is enough to assume Mii torsion-free. 
Now we are going to exhibit two examples showing that it is not possible 
to strengthen the analogy between the previous theorems. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let k be a field and 
fl k[Xl ,..., &](x,. , .X,,/(xl&x6 - x3x5x6 - x32)9 
a = (x1 , x2, x3), b = (xi ,..., x6). In this case G,(b) is free, G+(aArJ is 
torsion-free, not free, but a/a2 has nontrivial torsion and x4, 3c6 is not a 
regular Ala2-sequence. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let k be a field and 
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a = (x, y), 6 = (x, y, z). In this case G,(a) is torsion-free, GA&a&) is free, 
but b/b2 has nontrivial torsion. 
2 
We start with the following. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let R be a ring, I an ideal such that R, is regular for every 
p E Ass(R/I). Then the f 11 o owing conditions are equivalent: 
(a) I is locally generated by a regular sequence. 
(b) I/I2 is a projective R/I-module. 
(c) G,(I) is a projective R/I-module. 
Proof. The only thing to prove is that (b) implies (a). For, we may assume 
R local. Let a; ,..., a; be a free basis of 1/12; then I = (ai ,..., a,) and IR, 
is minimally generated by (al/l),..., (aJ1) for every p E Ass(R/I). Moreover 
IRpl12Rp is free and R, is regular, hence IR, is generated by a regular 
sequence (see [5, Theorem 1991); it follows that IRp can be generated by 
h(IR,) elements, therefore gr(IR,) = h(IR,) = r. Applying Theorem 129 
of [5], we get that (al/l),..., (al./l) is a regular RF-sequence for every p E 
Ass(R/I). Now we can write G,(I) = (R/I)[T, ,..., T+.]/Q and GRp(IRP) = 
(W&T, ,.-., Trl = WI) ORI, (W)~ = (RII)~[T, ,.-, T,l/Q,; hence 
8, = 0 for every p E Ass(R/I) which implies that Q is a torsion R/I-module. 
Nevertheless, Q C (R/I)[T, ,..., T,] hence Q = 0. Applying Rees criterion 
(see [6, Theorem 2.21) we are done. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let V be a locally Noetherian scheme, W a closed subscheme 
of V, D a closed, reduced and irreducible subscheme of W. Assume that 
(a) There exists at least one simple point of W which is contained in D. 
(b) W is normallyjat along D. 
Then D is a locally complete intersection in W. 
Assume further that 
(c) There exists at least one point of D at which Vis normally flat along W. 
(d) V is normally$at along D. 
Then V is normally$at along W at every point of D. 
Proof. Let P be a point of D and denote by A the ring 0,,, , by a the 
ideal corresponding to Win A, by b the prime ideal corresponding to D in A. 
By (a) we get that (A/a)b,, is regular and by (b) we get that (b/a)/(b/a)2 is a 
free A/b-module, hence, using Lemma 2.1 with R = Ala, I = b/a we can 
prove that b/a is generated by a regular sequence. 
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Now if (c) and (d) hold, G,,(aAb) is a free (A/a)b,,-module and G,(b) 
is a free A/b-module. Applying Theorem 1.5 we get the goal. 
Remark. Using Theorem 1.5 and Lemma 2.1, it is clear that the hypothesis 
“D reduced and irreducible” can be weakened. Nevertheless we stated 
Theorem 2.2 in the previous form for the sake of simplicity. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A be a local ring, p C ‘!@ prime ideals such that ‘$31~ is 
generated by a regular Alp-sequence. Assume that A@ is a regular local ring and 
that ‘$J3” is a primary ideal for every n < N (N a positive integer). Then 9% 
is a primary idealfor every n < N. 
Proof. Since A?p and (A/P)~,~ are regular, pA, is generated by a regular 
A%-sequence, hence G,@(pAq) is a free (A/p)lpiP-module. Now we can apply 
a slightly strengthened version of Theorem 1.6, after remarking that for a 
prime ideal I of a ring R the condition “In is a primary ideal for every n < N” 
is equivalent to “P/P+r is a torsion free R/I-module for every n < N - 1.” 
G-+-e L7l.j 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let W C V C X C pka be projective schemes such that W 
and V are irreducible and reduced. Assume that X is smooth at the generic point 
of W and W is a complete intersection in V. Denote by Cp and p the prime ideals 
of the projective coordinate ring of X, corresponding to W and V; then if ‘$3~” 
is primary for every n < N, pn is primary for every n < N. 
Proof. The property we are interested in is local; moreover, it is enough 
to prove it at the local ring of the vertex of the affine cone associated with X 
and at the stalks of X itself. Hence the conclusion immediately follows from 
the previous theorem. 
Using Corollary 2.4, we can produce some examples of smooth projective 
curves such that the square of the corresponding prime ideals is not primary. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let W be the rational quartic curve of Pk4, V the Veronese 
surface of Pk5 and X = Pk5. W can be obtained as a “generic” hyperplane 
section of V and the square of the prime ideal corresponding to V is not 
primary (see [7, Example 41). Then the square of the prime ideal generated in 
k[X, ,..., X4] by the 2 x 2 minors of the matrix 
is not primary. 
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EXAMPLE 2. Let V be the Veronese embedding of Pk3 in Phs. F’ is a 
projectively Cohen-Macaulay variety and since the canonical sheaf of V is 
0,!9(-2), V is a projectively Gorenstein variety. It is well-known that the 
prime ideal p corresponding to F’ is generated in k[X, ,..., X9] by the 2 x 2 














If d denotes the determinant 
Xl x‘l -5 
x2 x3 x7 
x3 x9 x3 
then X,d = (X,X, - X,X,)(X,X, - X,X,) + (X3X., - X,X,)(X,X, - X,X,) E 
p2, hence p2 is not primary. 
Let now W be the curve of [Ip,’ which is obtained as a section of V with a 
“generic” 7-dimensional linear subspace of Pks and denote with ‘!# the corre- 
sponding prime ideal of k[X,, ,..., X,]; then, using Corollary 2.4, we get that 
v2 is not primary. 
In [4], M. Hochster raised the following question: if p is a prime ideal of 
a polynomial ring R, such that R/p is Gorenstein, is it true that pn is primary 
for every n ? 
The above example gives a negative answer even if p is the prime ideal 
corresponding to a projective nonsingular curve. 
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